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Diving 

Once again the weather has dominated and controlled the diving activities on the 

site this year, a total of 4 dive were carried out on the site 3 further planned dives 

were cancelled. 

Three different groups of divers visited the site; 

A pair of divers from Southsea Sub Aqua club were first to dive the wreck this year 

on the 24th May, this had been the first opportunity this year to dive it when tides 

and weather allowed. The visibility on the site was poor estimated at 2 to 3 

metres. The wreck was reported to be all there with no lines or hazards seen. 

The wreck was next visited on the 13th August by Southsea Sub Aqua club and also 

a small group from SeaSearch. The SeaSearch data has proved invaluable in 

recording the species on the wreck site. A copy of one of the more detailed 

reports completed by Polly White is attached along with some images from Matt 

Doggett who dove with her on the dive, both Matt & Polly are marine biologists. 

A group of divers from London who had expressed an interest through the 

Nautical Archaeology Society were escorted by me around the wreck site on 19th 

August. They were briefed on the boat and thoroughly enjoyed the dive and the 

experience. There were a lot of positive comments afterwards about what they 

had seen and despite a long journey home and all said it had been worthwhile. 

This is very encouraging when positive comments are forthcoming and it makes 

the job of custodian of the wreck so worthwhile.  

Finally another group of divers from Southsea Sub Aqua club including myself 
dived the wreck on 4th October. This dive was to prove as surprise to me as I did 
not expect to see the wreck covered with a string of whelk pots. Photographic 
evidence was taken and a report made to Alison Hamer at English Heritage about 
the activity. On the surface a fishing boat was seen recovering and then re-laying 
pots nearby and photographic evidence was recorded of the boat laying its pots 
within the 300m exclusion zone. The photographs below are the ones sent to 



English Heritage. Figure one shows the fishing vessel laying a new line of pots 
close to our shot line on the wreck, well with the 300m exclusion zone. 

Figure 1 



In Figure 2 the vessel is again seen passing close to our shot line and without a 

doubt within 300m of the wreck. 

 

Figure 2 

After observing the practice of laying the pots by SE21, it is clear that there is total 

disregard for the 300m exclusion by some fishermen. The tactics adopted by the 

vessel is to lay pots in a long line either over the wreck or as seen on the day close 

to and then mark the site with a buoy about 300m away. The 300m exclusion 

zone should be the start of a line of pots running away from the wreck NOT 

towards the wreck as appears to be the current practice.  



Figure 3 shows the boat identified as SE21 a local boat from the Selsey area. 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

Figure 4 shows the type of pots being used; these are home make pots by local 

fisherman and designed to catch whelks and other small crustaceans. 



  Figures 5 and 6 show the line of the pots running over the wreck in the bow 

area, at the time of the dive no damage had been caused by the rope but over 

time this can be a problem with the action of the tide going backwards and 

forwards, the rope will strip the marine growth off the wreck and exposes the 

metal of the wreck. The rope used is extremely strong and it is surprising how 

much damage it can cause. 

 

Figure 5 

 

Figure 6 



Figure 7 also shows the line running over the bow and then towards the seabed to 

continue its long journey to the end of the line. The end of the line was not found 

despite swimming for 10 minutes in either direction, the line is estimated at 300m 

at least in length. 

 

Figure 7 

 

Figure 8 

Figure 8 shows whelks being captures by the pots. 

 

 



A1 Wreck General 

The general condition of the wreck is good, the monitoring of cracks and holes on 

and around the wreck appear to be similar although no accurate measurements 

have been taken. I had been hoping this year to start a controlled study of the 

larger cracks particularly in the conning tower area, to monitor them over time 

but the lack of dives and then the illegal fishing activities diverted attention away 

from core activities and my master plan. I am hopeful that this activity can be 

started as early as possible from next year. 

Marine Life 

The site remains a sanctuary for marine life and there are consistent species in 

regular places on the wreck. Though this year none of the regular crabs or 

lobsters has been seen, this could be down to fishing activities. A new small 

lobster has made a home at the very rear of the submarine where the casing 

disappears into the mud and sand. The lobster has taken advantage of a hole on 

the hull and excavated material from inside the wreck. 

A full SeaSearch dive was planned with Hants & IOW wildlife trust, but was 

cancelled due to poor weather, so a couple of individuals joined a dive organised 

by myself on 13th August, some data was collected and a duplicate form is 

attached at the end of the report. 

Other Activities 

A student from Southampton University has used A1 as a case study with regard 

to a dissertation that he has been completing this year. The study has been on the 

Physical Modelling of Scour Under Bidirectional Flow Conditions Around 

Submerged Three Dimensional Objects. The study in brief is about understanding 

scour patterns that are produced when wreck lies on the seabed over a period of 

time and also this particular study has used bidirectional flow to try to get closer 

to a real world situation, i.e. the normal action of the rising and falling tide that 

generates a flow of water across the wreck. The study has used data from many 

sources including Wessex Archaeology and ADUS reports of Swath Bathymetry, 

side scan sonar and experiments carried out at the University of Southampton in 



their 5m long recirculating flume tank. In total fifteen experiments were carried 

out to try to simulate the scouring effect that has taken place on the A1 site. In 

the laboratory results consistent with objects lying on the seabed in various 

directions to the flow were produced, however the complex tidal flows associated 

with A1 in Brackleshan bay were not reproducible, but by taking an average 

direction of the flood and ebb tides a two way flow has been noted all be it not 

completely truly 180 degrees of reverse flow. There is never a true slack water on 

the wreck and this is born out when you dive the wreck and as ever the neap tide 

produces the longest dive period. 

 

As a result of looking at the Scouring effect of the tide upon the wreck I have been 

looking at the seabed myself more closely, the scouring effect at the bow can be 

seen in figure 9 where a diver is actually in the scour of the wreck at the bow and 

figure 10 shows the scale of the scouring to the starboard side. Figure 10 also 

shows a mound which appears on the face of it to be seabed material however 

when further investigated this mound was very spongy in nature. After further 

investigation and consultation with marine biologist Alison Bessell the  

 

Figure 9 



 

Figure 10 

mound turns out to be a large colony of Ampelisca beds or reefs, there is another 

one on the port side neat the conning tower in figure 11, I measured the depth of 

the mound and found it to be significant. The bed on the port side is 8.5inches 

deep and is best described as a spongy mat. Figure 12 shows the species 

Ampelisca brevicornis. 



     

Figure 11      Figure 12 

The Ampelisca beds have only been noted as I have been making observations 

and measurements of Sediment build up on and around the wreck site. Richard 

Sullivan the Southampton University student had asked for seabed samples from 

around the site and I was able to provide three samples from port starboard and 

bow areas, the general analysis was that the bed is of sandy mud from the 

samples that were analysed with the starboard sample being classed as muddy 

sand due to being more course in its particle content. I was disappointed that the 

stern was not sampled as I believe the stern area to be significantly different. I 

was also unable to obtain a sample from inside the holds of the wreck as the 

sediment was out of reach of arms length and a pole will be required to get a 

sample of what is considered to be highly mobile sediment. 

There are varying degrees of sediment build up on and in the wreck, but from the 

measurement points taken the general levels on the outside of the hull ranges 

from 1/4" to 1 ½", this is highly mobile sediment that is disturbed very easily by 

the slightest movement of water. 



   

Figure 13     Figure 14          Figure 15 

Figure 13 shows the sample area on the port side just below the Conning tower, 

figure 14 shows the sample area forward of the torpedo loading hatches and 

figure 15 shows the sample area to the rear of the conning tower. 

Conclusions 

This year has seen less divers visit the wreck site and generally speaking this has 

only been due to poor weather that has cancelled diving activities.  The wreck site 

is proving to be very popular with divers and there is no shortage of divers 

wanting to dive the site. The wreck remains in a stable condition held fast by 

Solent mud, with no signs of diver interference. Though on one occasion while on 

the site there was an indication that a group of divers were heading for A1 to dive 

the site, our boat and shot were circled by a private boat with divers on board, 

which then left the site and headed east. I am still convinced that the lack of 

regular divers visiting the site has kept the sites biodiversity as natural as it can 

ever be, and the curiosity of some species is very special when it comes to diver 

interaction and an observation is this has not been seen on any other dive sites 

nearby. The Ampelisca beds are not unique to the area but never the less are a 

find to be noted and again are an indication of the range of species that have 

been noted on the site, and the depth of the colony indicated a huge success rate 



in the colony and I will endeavour to investigate this further next year, with the 

assistance of a marine biologist. 

The biggest risk to the site is from illegal fishing and the wreck remains vulnerable 

from lines laid by fishermen, the lines can become tangled around the wreck and 

attempted recovery by fishing boat and powerful winches could do extreme 

damage to the site and this should be stressed and reflected on in any 

correspondence to local fishermen. Just as divers learn to respect our maritime 

history so should other members of the local community who at present ignore 

legislation in the pursuit of financial reward at the risk of damaging or national 

maritime heritage. 
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